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The  History of  King Richard  the  Third  by Sir  George Buck Master  of the  Revels,
edited  with introduction  and notes by Arthur  Noel Kincaid.  Alan  Sutton, 1979.
£22.

Here at last, and for the  first  time, historians  and defenders of Richard III  have
ready access to the work of Sir George  Buck  very much as the  author  intended it
to be in its finished  form.  In  a  masterly piece  of writing Dr. Kincaid has
graphically traced  the  very extraordinary history of this work, the true content of
which  has never been widely known until now  owing to  a  piece of  flagrant
plagiarism which  even after its discovery early this  century has remained
uncorrected. One may say that  justice  has at last  been  done to Sir George Buck,
and  those  who  take  the trouble to  investigate  will  discover that  it has  been a
worthwhile  venture.

Born  in 1560 and  knighted  in  1603  Sir  George  was  appointed  Master of the
Revels in  1607, an office which by this account  he performed  industriously and
with  a  due sense of  responsibility and  propriety.  As licensee of  some  of
Shakespeare’s plays,  a  writer  himself of no  mean  skill and an early member of the
Society of Antiquaries he is portrayed as  a  man of  some  distinction. Dr. Kincaid
has  given a  brief but adequate outline of his life  with  a  more  detailed description of
his literary achievements. Three major works—the  Daphm’s Polystephanos,  The
Third Universitie  and The  Commentary—survive  as ample evidence of the sense
of historical  honesty and the  ability to  make  a  critical use of  a  wide  variety of
sources  which Buck  exhibited at an  early stage  and which so characterised his
history as to make it  worthy of serious consideration as  a  scholarly piece of
historiography.

Buck’s  sympathies  were  clearly with  Richard  partly owing to  a  traditional
family association with  the  Yorkists  and the Howards but the  history which he
wrote was never published according to his wishes. Criticisms of  Buck’s  history
since 1655  have been  based on the  presumption  of his authorship of the  printed
edition  and the belief  that  the name of  ‘George Buck  esq.’ was  a  mistake for  ‘Sir
George  Buck’.  Dr. Kincaid here presents  a thorough study of the circumstances
which  led to the publication of  a  work  with  which Sir George has  long been
associated  to his own  great disavantage.  Sir  George’s  heavily revised
manuscript—BL. Ms  Cotton Tiberius E.X.—fell  into the hands of his great-
nephew, a  man with the same name bar  a  knighthood.  This  George  was  a minor
literary figure  with little skill  of his own  whose  unscrupulousness had led him  into
disrepute at an early stage  when he  published without acknowledgments  his own
version of Sir  George’s  Daphm‘s  without  realising that  it was  already in print.

Dr. Kincaid has  examined  in  lengthy detail the progressive alterations which
George  Buck  made to the  history, beginning with  his  great-uncle’s  master  copy,
and he has  given a helpful  description of the  individual  manuscripts  which  survive.
By the time of its  publication  in  1646..the history had been reduced to  less than
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half  of its  original  size, and it was  upon this  edition  that future generations  of
historians based  their  criticism of Sir George.

Allowing that  young George  made  some  useful stylistic alterations' to the
work Dr. Kincaid  proceeds in his chapter on the  ‘Transmutation  of the  Text’ to
show  how the former removed potentially controversial material on politics and
religion, whitewashing Bishop Morton and  diluting the  criticism  of  Henry Tudor.
Perhaps  one of the greatest losses of all was  that  of  viva vace  information  to  which
Buck  had access and  which  his nephew was forced to  remove  in  order  to  prevent
any possibility of his fraudulence  being discovered. Dr. Kincaid has  singled  out
what  has probably been  one of the  most  controversial  features  of the  history,
namely the reference to  a  letter of  Elizabeth  of York to the  Duke  of Norfolk in
which  she described  Richard  III as her ‘only joy and  maker’.  The  matter  is
controversial  on two  counts—one  because the letter no longer  exists  and two
because George  Buck’s  revisions removed his  great-uncle’s  statement that  he had
seen the letter in the Earl of Arundel’s collections so  that  aspersions were cast
upon  the  credibility of the  source.  Dr. Kincaid puts to  shame  historians who
condemned the reference to  a  letter  which they believed no-one had  seen when,
had  they consulted Sir  George’s  manuscript, they would have  discovered  that  it
contained  a  description of the  exact  location  of the  letter. Copious  references of  a
similar  nature, especially to material in Sir  Robert  Cotton’s  library which Sir
George  used but  which  by George’s  day was no  longer  available, were  removed
from the  margins  so  that  the  author’s  research methods  appeared  to be  shoddy
and his  viva vace  information  mere hearsay.

Dr. Kincaid concludes his  introduction with  a  complete  reappraisal of Sir
George’s attitudes  and his use of sources. He discusses Sir William  Cornwallis’
paradox the  Encominium  of Richard  III which Sir George drew  upon  for the
structural  organisation  of his  work.  His full  description  of  Buck’s copious
references from classical  works  to those of his own  time, in  particular  his  effective
discovery of the  Croyland Chronicle, his accuracy in  using his material, and his
painstaking marginal documentation form  a fitting prelude to the  history which
has been so arduously reconstructed.

Broadly speaking the history falls  into  two sections—a  detailed  and
sometimes  digressive  chronology of  Richard’s life  and  a  defence of the crimes of
which  he was accused.  Based  on Tiberius, the work is presented in  full  as  truly as
possible in  a monumental  work  which must stand  as  a  model for modern editors.
Dr.  Kincaid’s  close commentary on the  text  makes  the work lucid  while  his
faithfulness to the  on'ginal  portrays the  true ability of the author. In  spite  of the
enormous  difficulties  in  reproducing a heavily corrected and  half burnt
manuscript  Dr.  Kincaid  has presented us with an  excellent  edition. Sir George
Buck  has at  last  found  an  able  apologist and  a  trustworthy editor for what  must  _
now be recognised as  a  work of major historical  importance.

ROWENA  E.  ARCHER  '

PgléVEEEOOF  WALES  by Alan  Palmer. Published by Weidenfeld and Nicolson,
1  7

There have  been  twenty-one Princes of Wales, and  this book  deals with all of
them.  It does not therefore  have  a great deal  of information  about  each  one,
although  the  amount  of  detail  increases as we  approach  the  present; more  than
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half of the  book  is devoted to the last  four  in fact. However, the information the
author  gives  is based on  good  sources, and  although  the earlier  chapters are brief
they are  well  written and interesting.

Most  of our members will naturally turn first  to Chapter  Four, entitled
‘Three  Prince  Edwards’, which  deals  with  Edward of Lancaster, the future
Edward  V  and Edward of  Middleham.  It is  a  fairly brief summary of events from
1450  or so to  1484, mainly a  reasonably accurate summary. The author is not
wholly at  home  with the period or the material  though, and is  betrayed by this  into
statements  or emphases  which  are not  entirely true.  An  example  of the former is
his curious  statement (on page 77) that Edward  of Middleham was created Prince
of Wales by patent  rather than by charter, as was the normal procedure. However
the two references he cites contradict  this  statement  (the grant was indisputably
by charter), and it appears to be  totally without  foundation. Similar comments
apply to the  following chapter, dealing with  the ascent to the throne of Henry
Tudor, and the lives of his two  sons  Arthur and Henry, the only Tudor Princes of
Wales. '

To sum up, this  book, although  containing (at  least  in  Chapters  Four and
Five) a  number of  dubious  statements and  thus  needing checking before placing
reliance on it, is  a  readable if brief  account  of all the Princes of Wales.

P. W.  HAMMOND

Notices of  Books  and  Articles

'The  following list  consists of  books  and articles,  mainly published in the  last
twelve months, although  earlier publications may be included. The appearance of
an item on  this list  does not preclude its subsequent review.

BOOKS

John C.  Dickinson, The  Later Middle  Ages.  544  pages  approx. 1979. A. & C.
Black, £12.50.

A study of the English church from the Norman Conquest to the eve of the
Reformation. .

Margaret Wade  Labarge, Gascony, England's  first  colony.  1204—1453.  xii and
276 pages.  1980.  Hamish Hamilton, £9.95.

A  very readable  study of an area so important to the  wine  trade.
Charles W. C.  Oman, Castles.  232 pages, photos, line drawings.  1979. Beekman
House (Muller), £4.95.

First published in  1926.  Covers the  history and building of  eighty Castles  in
England and  Wales.
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ARTICLES

Nicholas Orme, The Guild of Kalendars, Bristol.  Bristol  and  Gloucestershire
Archaeological  Society Transactions,  vol.  96, 1978,  pp.32—52. .

A discussion of the  distinctive  practices of this religious  guild  which flourished
in the fifteenth  century.

S. H:  Rigby, Urban  decline  in the later  middle ages  in  Urban  History Yearbook
1979  edited by H. J. Dyos. ii and 258 pages.  1979.  Leicester University Press,
£7.50. '  - '

One of the newest contribtitions to this controversial subject.
J. A. F.  Thomson, John de la  Pole, Duke, of  Suffolk, Speculum,  vol.  54 no. 3,
1979, pp.528—42.

A brief  account  of his life and actions.
Michael  L. Zell, Fifteenth  and 'sixteenth century wills as historical sources,
Archives, vol.  14 no. 62, Autumn 1979, pp.67—74.

A  useful, short  description  of these invaluable  personal  documents.
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Notes  on  Contributors  .

Rowena  E.  Archer  is at present researching in fifteenth-century history for a-
D.Phil at  Oxford.

Sarah  Bolton  read history at St.  Andrew’s University, with  Yorkist'England
1471—85 as her special  subject.  She now  teaches  history at Tunbridge Wells  Gifls
Grammar  School.

James  L.  Gillespie,  A.B., B.S.Ed., M.A., Ph.D.  Professor of History at
Catawba College, Salisbury, North Carolina. His publications include  articles  in
Albion.  Journal  of British Studies,  flansactions  of the  Lancashire  & Chester
Historic  Society and  Nottingham Medieval  Studies.

Oliver Harris' 18 in his  final  year  reading history at  Trinity College,  Oxford.  He
has  been  a  member of the  Society for five years and is  also a member  of the
Heraldry Society.

William White, a  member  since 1972, is  a  chartered  chemist.  He holds a
diploma in  archaeology and is  also a  member of the  International Society for the
Study of Church Monuments.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements can be  accepted  at 4p per word. It would be appreciated

if advertiSers forwarded  remittances  together with cbpy to-be  inserted to The
Editor, 11  Eton  Avenue, London  N. W. 3.  Cheques  or postal orders  should  be
crossed and made payable to the Richard III  Society.

Other advertisements  can be  accepted for  publication m  the  Ricardian  and
Eréyone interested  m taking space—full, half  or quarter  page—should contact  the

itor.

The  Monarchist League.  All  readers  of The  Ricardian  would find much of interest
in The  Monarchist.  Subscriptions, including full membership of The Monarchist
League, £10.00  p.a.  Full  details  and  application  forms  available  from the  Principal

Secretary, The Monarchist  League, Secretariat,  15,  Unthank Road,  Norwich.

Wanted—The  Great Debate  by Paul  M. Kendall, Folio  Society 1965. Please
contact  C. Philpot, 96  Stuart Road, Plymouth.
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CONTRIBUTIONS  TO THE  RICARDIAN
These  are welcomed from all  members on any subject relevant  to the  aims  of the
Society.  These  may be  illustrated  by photographs  (glossy prints showing good
contrast) or by line drawings.  All contributions, including advertisements and
letters, must  be  typewritten, with  double  spacing and  adequate margins, on one
side of the paper  only.  Permission  must  be  obtained  for the use of  copyright
material, but  this  is not usually necessary for  short  quotes.  References  and
footnotes  must  be  given  in one  sequence  at the end of the article.  They must  take
the form  similar  to the  following examples:  '

o

J. H.  Ramsay, Lancaster and York, Vol.  2  (Cambridge  1892),p p.p 485—6.

13. P.  Wolffe, When and why did Hastings  lose  his  head?  English Historical
Review, Vol. 89  (1974), pp.  835—844.  .

Details  need not be  given  in  full  for second and  subsequent  references to the
same  source.

.  Contributions for the  September  ‘Ricardian'or  Bulletin  must  reach  Anne
Sutton, Ll Eton  Avenue, London NW3, by 30 June.  This does  not apply to
articles which should  be sent well in  advance  and can be  sent  at any time.

.  ‘
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